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Adapt Seating Collection

The Adapt collection is exactly as it sounds... 
Fully adaptable for different uses, spaces, and 
aesthetic needs. This assortment of chairs, 
settees, and sofas combine limitless possibilities 
with unparalleled style.



“Seams” About Right

Beautiful at first sight, but even better 
with a second look. The details of Adapt — 
soft curves, tailored French seams, sleek 
metal components - create an elevated, yet 
inviting aesthetic that is hard to ignore.

Curve Appeal

Say goodbye to boxy and uncomfortable 
modular seating. Adapt brings curves and 
cushion to all the right places, drawing 
the user in (and encouraging them to stay 
awhile). Specify the curved settee pieces to 
add an even more organic feel to a space.



Mix It Up

Options for a multitude of contrasting fabrics 
give you the power to get creative and play 
with color and texture. Whether in bold 
patterns or in subtle neutrals, our expert 
upholstery team will ensure Adapt is stunning 
and statement-making.

Gang's All Here

Complete the ideal seating space with the 
addition of complementary ganging tables. 
The square tables may be attached to the end 
of a unit or floating between 2 units, while the 
round pivoting table is a perfect place to set 
that morning cup of coffee.



Configure It Out

The only limit to Adapt’s flexibility is your 
imagination. From a small booth to a sweeping 
banquette, the options for configurations are 
endless. Get creative with straight or curved 
pieces and build out a seating destination that is 
perfectly tailored to your space.

Designed Down Under
Made in the USA

Adapt, designed by Ross Gardam, is 
Hightower’s first foray into Australian design. 
While we may be best known for our European 
designs, the Australian aesthetic is quickly 
taking hold internationally and Adapt had us at 
hello. With a relaxed and calm expression, this 
series is a reflection of the Australian lifestyle 
and right at home in a variety of spaces.



Watch your space take shape

Lounge in a lowback or hide out in a highback. Whichever level of privacy your space needs,  
Adapt is the perfect fit.

For the most up-to-date product information, please visit hightoweraccess.com.

hightoweraccess.com
@hightowergroup

MODELS:

PLAYS WELL WITH:

Phase Table Kona Laptop TableSally Stool

Lowback
Chair

Midback
Chair

Highback
Chair

Pivot Table

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.

Flower Table

Lowback
Settee

Midback
Settee

Highback
Settee

End Table
Ganged

Lowback
Sofa

Midback
Sofa

Highback
Sofa

Side Table
Freestanding


